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People

In that we deliver people powered change

Strategy

In that we can effect big transformation

Practitioners

In that we ‘do’ with you, not ‘to’ you

though running significant directorates, often with P&L

Our 30 Second Summary

accountability.

People Strategy Practitioners who take unproductive Cost
Importantly that means (partly because of the roles we

out, whilst driving Customer & Colleague Experience in.

have had) we are good at getting things done across
We Refine the business process to remove cost. Leverage

directorates, to tight timescales and always with an eye on

the activities that create revenue, and Engage colleagues

what delivers best commercial return.

in the behaviours and activities

that are aligned to the

brand values that deliver greatest commercial return.

Some Specifics That Might

Our goal is to drive a growth in shareholder value through
an aligned, engaged, colleague, customer

and

commercial delivery.

Be Of Interest
•

If you want to effect change, pick someone who has
delivered it

•

We Are Outcome Focused

approach has a universal fit because we are used to
dealing with very complicated businesses that move

We look to create change by guiding & collaborating with
your colleagues.

at incredible pace.
•

We are as happy to take what you have and use that as
the base to build on, as we are to start from scratch. We

We have found our retail experience and 4P’s

Our 4 stage 16 step approach is completely flexible and
means we can work on engagements from 4 weeks to
4 years

believe in an agile iterative approach having first used it at

How Might We Move Forwards

the RAC 20 years ago.

One of our key thoughts is people buy from people like

What Are We Really Good At?

themselves. But we also believe in understanding the

Creating momentum with your people..

meet and talk about a specific issue/opportunity you might

context of any requirement. So a good first step is for us to
be facing.

How Might This Benefit You?
We have a very broad cross sector knowledge with B2B/

That way you can see if our experience and approach

B2C - and now B2ME experience and skill sets, mainly

works for you. More importantly, we all get a feel for if we

gained

can work together to improve your business.
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Approach - Our 4P’s
4 Self Contained Stages
Proposition

People

Is your entire company

Do your Colleague’s

aligned to what

feel engaged in

you do best?

your Brand?

Process
Is your Process
optimised to Leverage
your competitive

Priorities
Do you make it a Priority
to Refine how easy you
are to deal with?

advantage?

Engage

Align

Leverage

Refine

We create momentum in colleagues through a common purpose that
enables them to feel valued whilst delivering company goals
Some Of The Services We have Delivered
Multi-Channel

Agile Technology

Business

Service Strategy

Prototyping &

Process

Creation & Delivery

Implementation

Engineering

Colleague Powered

Customer/

Service Strategy

Organisational

Colleague Journey

& Operating

Change

Optimisation

Model Design

“Led the charge to fundamentally change the way SDG dealt with it’s Customers,
bringing them into the heart of our thinking & planning.
Great tenacity at driving new ways of working across the business, as we moved
to online & social – this was pioneering work. Embedded metrics that
part of the senior teams bonus”

A Selection Of Brands We Work With
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became

Operational Stand-Up Of A New Joint Venture In The
Regulated Water Market

Operational Readiness
United Utilities & Severn Trent agreed a Joint Venture to enter the newly deregulated Business
Retail Market, delivering a new retail solution to water for business customers. This led to the
creation of a new head office & operational centre based in Stoke located on a green field
site, and the need for agreed ways of working.

“We were able to

Challenge
•

bring a wealth of real
world experience to
this project gained
creating, building

own Business Retail Water Clients – these were to be transitioned to the new site & systems,
with minimal BAU impact.
•

groundbreaking
Service Operations.
I could not be more

The new business was to take the best of the existing operations, but was built around a new
way of working and operating model specifically designed for the more competitive
marketplace that had been created by the market regulator – Ofwat – which had a specific
regulatory code that needed to be met.

and running some of
the UK’s most

Both organisations had existing business units that dealt with customer interactions for their

Solution
•

Worked in conjunction with the technology programme to design the operational build &
transition plan, including work streams for: People; Place; Process; Operations; MI & Insight &
Compliance.

•

pleased we were

New organisation structure, created to support the brand and increase the focus on
exceptional Customer Experience, leveraging digital interactions – this involved creating a
new Solutions, Quality & Compliance team.

able to play a part in
this JV in the Water

•

market”

•

Developed the Operational Team, through interactive ideation workshops to plan, prioritise
and design effective approaches to improve performance, resilience and innovation.
Delivered a series of Customer Experience workshops, designed personas, explored current
and future state journeys. Designed improvements where required and built a prioritised
change plan.

Nicola Collister
Founder
Custerian

Outcome
•

400 person site set up and operational in 4 months.

•

Existing operational activities successfully transitioned and the new brand cemented as a key
competitor in the Business Water Utilities market, within 9 months of design and delivery.

•

Improved customer & colleague experience through Csat, service level and complaint
resolution metrics.
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Create and embed a continuous improvement
culture

Skills Creation & Knowledge Transfer
This was a new company with a complex supply chain covering multiple customer touch
points, coming to market at a critical time to deliver a new retail solution to Business Clients in
the Water Market. They often dealt with external contractors, utility suppliers and large multi site
organisations for whom, an effective an effective and consistent water management solution
is critical.

“If there was one
thing we set up
Custerian to do, it
was to empower

Challenge
•

from both JV partner companies, there was a need to move things on once operational
stability had been established.
•

change agents.
Capable of turning
strategic vision into
outcomes and
activities that matter
to customers, whilst

experience.
•

Solution
•

Created a centralised combined Complaints, Quality & Solutions team, supported by
knowledge management systems and redesigned processes. This included operating model
design, vendor selection, revised scorecard creation and team development.

•

A new senior escalation complaint process (rebranded Resolution) was established across the
water supply chain, together with new ways of working such as ‘phone first’ and ‘root cause’
analysis, to drive iterative change.

feeling more
engaged and

•

Centralised payments process to support a Guaranteed Service Standard process to drive
‘day 1’ compliance.
Created ‘Voice Of Customer’ framework linked to: CSAT; repeat caller data; social comments;
compliance audits and escalations, as part of an operational feedback loop, to support

happier as a result”

continuous improvement and provide clear actionable insights.

Outcome
•

Founder
Custerian

This new approach would need to support the company's growth plans and work across
existing & new internal and external relationships.

•

Nicola Collister

With an increased focus on defined standards of service (Ofwat & MOSL – regulator & industry
body), it was felt there was a need for a more centralised approach to measuring customer

existing Colleagues to
become the internal

Set up (with our support) in a short period of time and based around existing process taken

Increased the volume of quality interactions enabling a greater accuracy of service
benchmarking which led to a significant uplift in quality within the first month.

•

New balanced scorecard, based on combined factors including CSAT & quality, designed
and implemented.

•

Complaint volumes reduced to less than a 5th which enabled a significant improvement on
all other metrics.
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Understanding, adapting & changing the
Customer Experience at pace

Getting it Right for residents and
colleagues
The organisation identified the challenges faced with ongoing funding cuts and changes,

“I would like to
express my sincere
gratitude to the
Custerian Team for

impacting both residents and businesses. They identified an opportunity to inject pace and
focus into the Customer Services department, improve the colleague experience & enhance
the customer journey to increase accessibility and meet the needs of the communities that
they serve.

Challenge

joining our Getting it
Right journey.

•

The staff found the

•

budgets are reduced and expectations from residents heightened in terms of what they
consider to be acceptable options and standards.

hidden mixed talents
and levels of
confidence to
achieve the best ”

Lisa Jaimeson
Head of Customer
Services - Wirral

It is also important to realise that the council works with a number of partners to deliver its
services, and their needs and capabilities need to be included, as often the residents do not

journey empowering
and inspirational and
we brought together

All local authorities are under significant pressure as demands for services increase, yet

differentiate or make allowances for this fact.

Solution
•

Undertook a significant discovery process to understand insight and processes that existed, to
establish baselines & metrics so we could review current services in a balanced and unbiased
way.

•

A series of engagement workshops held (over 40 completed during the programme),
engaging and collaborating with the experts, using a set of propriety tools and approaches.

•

A programme was designed, working with colleagues, partners and customers, throughout
the journey to create & deliver a set of priority work-stream projects, using a consistent
framework with clearly defined goals and measures.

Outcome
•

The Programme delivered an improved customer experience; reduction of call waiting time
by 1 minute, increased digital online usage by 40% in one service & a new Chat automated
elements of service designed.

•

In addition, a reduced cost to serve was achieved through Back office process re-design &
change, whilst establishing efficiencies in customer channel contact.

•

Change is now seen as something that can and should be done all the time against a clear
service ambition and 3 year plan, rather than as one big bang project.
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Why Customers access our services & identifying
new ways of working

Customer Insight & Engagement
The organisation and other key public services in the area, identify with the challenges of
ongoing funding cuts and changes, impacting both residents and businesses. The organisation
needed to understand why customers were accessing their services via certain channels and
what this journey as a resident felt like, to help to understand where new ways of working could

“Our collaborative
approach with
colleagues,
customers and
partners meant that
we could create
clear plans and focus
that met the needs of
residents and
importantly were

be formed with the Partner organisations (charities, public services) to better meet their needs.

Challenge
•

experience for residents & identify opportunities for new and more efficient ways of working.
•

new way.

Solution
•

produced and presented, to support the wider Customer Transformation programme.
•

An Engagement Workshop, with 20 Partners from local authorities, public services and charities
took place. Insight created from the research was used to identify opportunities to enable a
better customer experience, whilst maximising the different skills and experience each Partner
provides.

Outcome
•

Founder - Custerian

An insight survey was designed and then completed by residents, capturing which services
they required and why they used particular channels. From these results, a report was

aligned with the

Nicola Collister

The authority identified the need to separately evaluate how they supported vulnerable
residents, and examine how working with Partners could help create better experiences in a

developed and
wider organisational
objectives”

The local authority needed to review and change how they operated, in order to improve the

The Insight report and Engagement workshop findings were key to enabling the wider
Customer Services department to define a clear view & approach to support the residents
needs in new effective ways, in collaboration with the Partners.
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Create The Non-Household
Water Market Customer Framework

Standardised Framework For Market
Participants Post Market Opening
“It was and is a
pleasure to work
with every member
of the team and I
have no hesitation in
recommending
them as I would
definitely seek to
work with Custerian
again.”

MOSL’s role within the Water Market is to help their members have a proactive relationship with the
Market Regulator OFWAT, as well as delivering the core IT systems that will enable registration, customer
switching and settlement between wholesalers and retailers.

Challenge
•

Outline a standardised Customer Journey Framework and approach to be followed in
relation to data collection and input, customer segmentation and pain point identification.

•

Create visual representation and prioritisation of system defects and workaround logs
impacting Retailers, Wholesalers and Customers.

•

Create a synergy between the Market Participants in preparation for the Open Water Market.

Solution
•

Utilised our extensive experience in Customer Journey Design to gain input from Market
Participants to assist with the creation of the Customer Journey Framework, Customer Persona
identification and Journey Pain Points.

Tom Notman
Director of Market
Engagement
Market Operator
Service Limited (MOSL)

•

Overlaid a Heatmap of data inaccuracies and system defects, affecting the Customer
Journey.

•

Provided a refined view of Retailer, Wholesaler & Stakeholder responsibilities in order to
improve relationships.

Outcome
•

Within the 6 week project we completed a number of intensive group workshops with Market
Participants and delivered a detailed Customer Journey Framework prior to the Open Water
Market for Non-household customers.

•

Developed a ‘common language’ and delivered a framework to use, that will act as a
standardised guide for MOSL and Market Participants to refer to in relation to the Customer
Journey, Pain Points, Customer Personas, Segmentation and Data & Defects.
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Creating a compelling vision of the
future digital service

Don’t tell.. show
Working in
partnership
with

HRG (Home Retail Group) are the UK’s leading home and general merchandise retailer. They have
brands such as ARGOS, Homebase & Habitat and turnover in excess of £5.6bn pa. They embarked
on an aggressive digital transformation strategy.

Challenge
•

The Home Retail Group embarked on an ambitious innovation journey to increase customer
support through digital self-serve opportunities.

•

To do this they needed to reduce contact effort, increase customer satisfaction and
shopping frequency and increase average order values.

•

Articulating a clear Strategy and what the future of service could look like was difficult and
lacked support from across the business.

Solution
“In todays digitally
enabled, app driven
world, it’s vital that

•

partner with us when we need to bring new service solution to life, right from the outset.
•

began to evolve what this would look and feel like.
•

client so they can
experience it first
hand.”

Outcome
•

Anja Klüver
MD - prospect.eu

A self playing customer story following a typical customer’s purchase across multiple devices
and channels showing how the organisation supports an integrated and seamless
experience.

•

Data and insight from across the organisations entire supply chain is used to deliver an
intuitive

Nicola Collister
MD - Custerian

We produced a group wide Vision and identified how this core digital service could flex to
meet the different needs of the brands, stakeholders and customers.

about the future, but
to hand it to the

We then worked with the HRG teams to create the strategy and key components of the new
cost to serve and operating model - captured in the Future Services Vision, prospect.eu

you are in a position
to not only talk

Following one of our core principles of don’t tell.. SHOW, we involved prospect.eu, who

service, optimised through effective updates, better self serve capabilities and

harnessing digital experts across the organisation.
•

The vision story illustrates how smart, seamless experiences - driven by strategic goals - can
have a tangible and lasting impact on how customers buy from HRG.

•

This was used to articulate the strategy and plan (The Big Ambition) to all the senior leaders
and key stakeholders internally and how the plan could deliver against this.
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Giving voice to the SME business so that it
could compete internally

Roadmap for development
We worked with the EDF Energy SME Business team who were dealing with the usual sector
pressures of being an energy retailer in the UK. The Small & Medium Enterprises business unit felt
this more than most as the team looked at how to deliver better service whilst reducing cost and
complexity within a much larger group operation.

“You’ve provided
us with some very
useful insight,
some good ideas
& most
importantly
momentum for us

Challenge
•

residential – meant that it was becoming essential to find and give voice to what was
important to their target businesses from EDF.
•

into the process collaboratively.

Solution
•

We created Colleague led Experience Makers who came together in cross functional teams
to agree, conduct and review a whole range of activities. This involved creating the Current
& Future state Customer Journeys.

•

These internally created Journeys were tested against the Customers external view at every
stage (interestingly EDF often felt they were worse than the customers actually said) and

Rich Hughes
EDF Energy

It was equally recognised that input was urgently required to shape the immediate and
longer terms plans that were being put in place, but in a way that brought the EDF SME team

to go and deliver”

SME Business Director

Being part of a wider group – the SME function operated between large enterprises and

supported with extensive data and cost validation.
•

Customer Personas were created that identified the different types of SME Customers that
existed in terms of their product and service requirements.

•

All this was set into context against what the future vision & goals for EDF Energy were for the
business as a whole.

Outcome
•

A clear roadmap for the development of the business. Covering not just the what, but also
how and by who, complete with priorities and a governance process for managing people
though this type of change.

•

Right from the start our process instilled a collective and collaborative Colleague approach
that had immediate business benefits in terms of issue identification and resolution.

•

We also created a Cost To Serve model at a level that showed clearly what the scale of
financial opportunity was by focussing on the things the SME customers wanted.
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Creating a customer centric experience, designed by
the user, to drive the most value.

A different approach
Yorkshire Water is a water supply and treatment utility company servicing West Yorkshire, South
Yorkshire, the East Riding of Yorkshire, part of North Lincolnshire, most of North Yorkshire and part of
Derbyshire, in England. They serve a large student population and wanted to improve the
experience for this customer group.

Challenge

“This approach
helped us to

During the months of June, July & September, Yorkshire Water experience an increase in
telephone calls from customers believed to be the ‘student population’ requesting to either

design and build
what the
customer wants
and not just

move home or close their account. The key challenges were:
•

drove contact as it does not provide any feedback to the user when they complete it.
•

what we want Invaluable!”

The online form was too long and not integrated into the back end systems which therefore

The information online was not targeted at a persona level as there wasn't enough
understanding about Students & what they need and want from Yorkshire Water.

•

Yorkshire Water collate a lot of information from customers and it was unclear what the
minimum requirement was for this population.

Jennifer Poole
Project Manager
Yorkshire Water

Solution
•

Understood from a Student’s perspective what was holding them back from using the online
service to move home or close down their account.

•

A user centred workshop to understand the ‘Student’ persona and their specific needs ,
motivations and pain points.

•

Designed a future experience that would motivate a student to interact with Yorkshire Water
through their online channel.

Outcome
•

Two personas created and validated by Students themselves.

•

Opportunities across the student experience provided to target students at the right time
using things that interest and motivate them (even if that is a free Tote bag !) in order to build
awareness.

•

Designed a new Student area on the website with targeted information based on their
specific persona.
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Driving automation within contact channels to
reduce the cost to serve
Digital Service Design Through Customers
Yorkshire Water provide and maintain water and waste services to over five million people. They
want to increase the use of self-service online/via their app in line with customer needs.

“Custerian
challenged us
not just to

Challenge
•

customer needs and experience in order to drive improvement in Service Incentive

compare
ourselves to our

Mechanism and Net Promoter scores.
•

service. Raising
the bar will ensure
we meet the ever
increasing
expectations of
our customers”

Solution
•

Business Liaison
Manager
Yorkshire Water

Stakeholder interviews to understand the challenges and opportunities for colleagues and
customers

•

Workshops with internal teams to develop and understand customer journeys and pain
points

•

Customer workshops to validate journeys and prototypes, gathering information to support
solutions.

•

Personas developed to bring the journeys to life and understand customer needs &
preferences

•

Paul Ockwell

Understand customer thoughts and priorities and align to those internally in order to create a
business case for development.

peers but leaders
in customer

Reduce cost to serve and increase contact channels. This needs to be done in line with

Data utilised to assign priorities and create the material to support the business case for
further digital development

Outcome
Playback sessions were held with the project team, wider digital development teams and senior
management. All parties were aligned on the development and supportive of the change. The
investment business case was agreed, and development is now underway.
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Flexible Solutions to Support Change of Pace
Resourcing the right people, for the right
solution
Custerian, with a practitioner led approach, is a partner of choice for clients – with demonstrable

“You understood
our needs quickly. I
also really

experience, we ‘get stuff done’ at pace. We also support clients in identifying & deploying skilled
experts to their organisation as an interim or permanent placement, with the ability to impart their
skills into colleagues. Our associate placements cover a variety of skills, and in the last 2 years, we
have deployed over 50 placements, ranging from Workforce Management specialists, Global

appreciated these

Programme leads or Senior Business Analysts, bespoke to the clients needs and objectives for the

highly experienced

role.

managers and
valued the way
they hit the ground

Challenge
•

organisations are under more pressure to have expert skills in the business, maybe just for a

running, their
‘hands on’
approach, the
hard work, the
quick learning
curve, their focus
and attitude and
of course their
flexibility”.

In an increasingly diverse Business landscape & changing workforce (Gig economy),
defined period, to support rapid change & improvement.

•

Organisations can be challenged with having the right network of resources which can be
easily diverted & utilised on demand.

Solution
•

Custerian has the network and capability to provide flexible resource solutions, including
interim placements, across a wide range of skills and specialities

•

We have stood up a Programme and project leads, operational experts, analysts & directors
across multiple locations across the world (US, Australia, South Africa)

•

In the last 12 months, we have deployed 15 people across a diverse set of industries – Utilities,
BPO, Shipping & Financial Services with deployments ranging from short term (3 months) to

Dean Nicholson
Former Chief
Executive
Officer
Arvato UK

longer term appointments (12 -18 months)

Outcome
•

We are a proven partner for organisations looking to implement the right skills for the right role
quickly & effectively – extensions are given to over 75% of our practitioner placements,
demonstrating the skill & experience we have in identifying the right people and deploying
them to our clients (often in less than 2 weeks).
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Creating An Exceptional On-boarding Journey for
New Starters

Improving Colleague On-boarding
Arm is intrinsic to the development of technologies which touch the lives of more than
70% of the worlds population. Our aim was to capture the fact that when you work
with great people - those with incredible potential - then everything they do will make
billions of lives better and turn this into an Arm unique experience that ensures a

“Custerian have

consistently exceptional, efficient and seamless experience for people joining globally.

provided a

Challenge

flexible and
responsive

•

support that has

•

boarding process (process owners and new joiners) globally across as broad a level
as possible.

helped us make
significant
advances in
Colleague

time of high
growth and

Solution
•

Held 59 in-depth global stakeholder interviews & focus groups to generate valuable
data and insights into common needs.

•

Mapped current on-boarding journey & designed the Future State Journey with pain
points addressed.

•

High Level Change Plan created and prioritised to maximise value.

Outcome
•

Defined the People On-boarding Ambition and helped prioritise focus areas based
on problem statements.

•

Sasha Watson
Employee Experience

Define a path to a better experience by designing the future on-boarding journey
and creating a plan to bring it to life.

change”

Vice President -

Making the colleague experience real - identifying quick wins and high level
requirements as well as barriers & drivers.

•

engagement
and maintain
focus during a

Develop a deep understanding of how Arm employees experience the current on-

Transferred the skills to map journeys, visualise where the organisation wants to be in
the future and the ability to mobilise ideas into actions with a clear roadmap.

•

Successfully implemented a revised Day 1 experience for large intakes of new
starters & established a benchmark of 85% overall satisfaction within the first quarter.

•

Arm

Introduced new starter and feedback mechanisms to provide metrics on colleague
engagement in the on-boarding process.

•

Improved collaboration through the creation of a virtual cross-functional welcome
team aimed at preparing for and welcoming new starters into the business.
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